Decolonizing the Internet
East Africa
Summary Report
In September 2022, the African Women's Development and Communication Network (FEMNET) in collaboration with Whose Knowledge?, convened nearly 40 feminists, activists, technologists, artists, scholars, knowledge professionals and digital curators from across the East-African region in Lusaka, Zambia. We held authentic and deeply thoughtful conversations and reflections on decolonizing the internet, leveraging critical feminist scholarship, human rights activism, and knowledge of internet technologies, community organizing, and partnerships ahead of the Forum on Internet Freedom in Africa (FIFAFrica 2022). This report recaps the shared experiences and collective strategies from this gathering.
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Why this gathering?
With 60% of the world population online, the internet has become a powerful tool and platform for organizing, influencing, connecting, and reclaiming social, economic, and political rights and freedoms. 75% of those people online are from the Global South, and 48% are women. Yet, despite its enormous possibilities, the internet remains heavily skewed towards the Global North, leaving out most of the breadth and depth of human knowledge.

The most important decisions on internet governance and tech development are made by men in the Global North. For instance, only 5% of leadership positions in the technology sector are held by women, and the vast majority of documents published by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) originate in North America and Europe.

The internet also remains heavily monolingual — and therefore largely monoculture —, as there are more than 7000 spoken and signed languages in the world, but nearly 60% of online content is available in English.

When we look at knowledge production, most scholarly (including digital) publications are available only in English. On Wikipedia — the largest free knowledge project in history — only 10% of editors are women or non-binary, and only around 20% of public knowledge on the platform is produced on or by people from the Global South. If we turn our eyes towards Africa, we see that the continent contributes 1-2% to global knowledge production. Meanwhile, 85% of research on Africa is conducted outside the continent, and of the 6200 mostly highly cited scholars in 2019, 17 of them were African.

These biases, or knowledge injustices, are not accidental. They are consequences of structures of power and privilege that have deliberately erased and appropriated the knowledges from marginalized communities — the majority of the world — through historical and ongoing dynamics of colonialism and oppression.
Knowledge (and tech) injustice renders a need for continuous deep analysis and interrogation of whose voices, faces, and stories are missing from the internet, and whose knowledge is represented online. Decolonizing the internet is the process by which we dismantle these structures and build a feminist internet of joy and liberation.

There is a centuries-long practice of resistance and decolonization in African history. Decolonizing the Internet East Africa (DTI-EA) was yet another opportunity to center these practices and acknowledge their legacies. An example is the rise of the #FeesMustFall protests in South Africa, where students protested against the rising university fees and the lack of loans and stipends. The #FeesMustFall movement inspired and activated change using decolonial thinking in a variety of different spaces in South Africa and the continent at large. The first Decolonizing the Internet 2018 convening, in South Africa, drew on this to honor, affirm and acknowledge those histories and the ways structures of power work within Southern Africa.

Centering Black African history and feminism is how resistance and liberation begin. DTI-EA brought together nearly 40 Black feminists working in various fields in tech — including digital rights and knowledge justice — to reflect together about why and how to decolonize the internet. These conversations were an embodied and historically grounded experience that reminded us of that strong sense of joy, courage, and freedom that comes with being in community. It also brought up the urgency to transform oppressive structures of power, and build together a more fair, just, equitable, and safe internet.
**DTI-EA as a pre-convening to FIFAfrica 2022**

We hosted DTI-EA in advance of a large digital rights and internet freedom conference in Africa, with the aim of taking our strategies and partnerships to the larger conference, and occupying spaces where feminist and Global South voices, ideas, and work are not centred.

The [Forum for Internet Freedom in Africa 2022](https://www.internetfreedom.org/) was hosted in Lusaka, Zambia, on 26-29 September, and provided a space for the feminist energies from DTI-EA to occupy. The methodology proved productive, with most participants saying that DTI-EA positively impacted or influenced their engagements at FIFAfrica 2022.

Reflections from participants showed that the gathering was key in forming feminist alliances going into sessions at FIFAfrica 2022 — a conference where majority of attendants and speakers were men.

*I went into FIFAfrica 2022 with a better voice as a feminist and as a development enthusiast who is trying to use digital for development. I was able to frame better my efforts at connecting last mile communities with development information. Having attended DTI-EA, I was better able to contribute to the discussions on OGBV (online gender-based violence). I met a lot of new connections, some of whom are opening doors to exciting opportunities.*

— Margaret Sadrake (Mukwenha)

DTI-EA also helped some participants to “be bold”, and more confident in sharing their work and experiences with others.

*[DTI-EA helped me] to be bold and open myself up to collaboration and networks. At FIFAfrica, I partnered with Natasha Simma to showcase my book, got a shout-out from Rosebell Kagumire, and I connected with many other artists in the digital space too.*

— Lena Anyuolo
How did we do it?
At DTI-EA, we came together as co-conspirators and co-organizers under feminist principles, frames, and practices. As such, we knew that how we do things matters just as much as what we do. We laid the groundwork for the conversations that would take place in Zambia, with a Twitter Space under the theme “What does it mean to decolonize the internet?” Over 800 users joined the live discussion from different parts of the continent, reflecting on the challenges they face, how it affects communities online and offline, and about what it would mean to have an internet of joy and liberation.

At the outset, our facilitators Rachel Kagoiya and Sunshine Fionah Komusana set the tone of conversations guided by principles of love, respect, and solidarity. We wanted participants to be their full, multiple selves in the space and create room for more reflections and concrete actions. In order to guarantee people’s privacy and safety, we put clear practices in place around consent. Attendees had the option of using two colored stickers (green and red), based on whether they consented to have their picture taken and shared publicly, or taken but not publicly shared. Consent cannot simply be assumed, but rather affirmed and made as a fully informed decision about oneself and, in this case, one’s image.

Sessions had multiple formats: some included more practical activities (e.g. learning how to edit content online), while others dove into the politics and practices of decolonizing the internet. Some also embodied a creative spirit, prompting and allowing participants to imagine their own location, digital bodies, and expectations for the gathering through the materials at hand — coloring pencils, glitter, old magazines, and newspapers for images that collage the complexities of their lives, work and activism.
DTI-EA participants arrived from 17 different countries, and everyone was from the Global South or from diasporic marginalized groups in the Global North. In the room, there were powerful activists, technologists, scholars, knowledge professionals, digital curators, coders, librarians, wikipedians, teachers and academics, feminist publishers, artists, and people from feminist NGOs that work with women and girls in East Africa.
What did we do?
Day 1

On our first day together, we focused on getting to know each other, setting expectations, and mapping our contexts of knowledge and tech justice.

Intimate conversations in small groups set the scene for individual reflections and thoughts on who we are, what we wanted to do together, and what we wanted to leave DTI-EA with.

As a way to transition from our individual selves to the collective, we had a group presentation and conversation that grounded us in the politics and history around knowledge and tech justice in the African context.

We moved to think through the challenges knowledge and tech justice represent for us, and reflected on what we see as the spaces for opportunity and resistance. With these reflections on the table, we moved to curate emerging themes and clustering key aspects from the conversations.

The first step in practicing resistance is to understand how to contribute our knowledge to the internet and how to make ourselves and our work more visible online. To wrap up the first day of our gathering, we engaged in three parallel workshop sessions, which provided hands-on experience in editing Wikipedia with a decolonial lens, exploring the #VisibleWikiWomen campaign and Wikimedia Commons, and learning how to write basic code.
Editing Wikipedia with a Decolonial Lens

The session on Editing Wikipedia with a Decolonial Lens was facilitated by Kelly Foster, who shared insights on the politics of citation, legitimate resources, and prompted a conversation on the challenges African women and authors faced on English-language Wikipedia. Kelly shared her personal experience and best practices for editing Wikipedia articles, emphasizing privacy, access, “politics of citation”, and how Eurocentric knowledge systems are incorporated into the encyclopedia and its concepts of neutrality. She then supported each group member to set up Wikipedia accounts, and practiced editing a Wikipedia article on Sub-Saharan Africa, citing criticisms of the term and its etymology found in reliable sources. This session prompted participants to think about how articles are written, who creates the encyclopedia, and how they could contribute to different types of content.

The workshop enabled me to learn about Wikimedia. Now, this is great as we are currently leading a training and mentorship program for community networks in Kenya and one of our priority areas is local content. I see Wikimedia as a great resource for documenting local content. Big shout out to Kelly and Alice who have supplied me with Wikimedia resources as well as Wikimedia contacts in Kenya who we are exploring with a potential partnership.

— Risper Arose
#VisibleWikiWomen: Celebrating #womenofcolors and non-binary people online

In the #VisibleWikiWomen session, Mariana Fossatti inspired participants to celebrate and amplify structurally invisibilized people online. To illustrate the problem, Mariana asked the group to search on Google Images for images of lawyers, doctors and other professionals in different languages. In all the searches, images of white men were at the top of the results, with people of other identities much further down. When adjusting the search preferences for open license images, the disparities were clearer — there were only images of white men.

The #VisibleWikiWomen team supported participants in setting up accounts on their mobile phones, taking photos of each other, as well as selfies to upload onto Wikimedia Commons under the #VisibleWikiWomen category.

I feel excited about the future in relation to telling women’s stories and contributing my voice to these conversations. I just updated an image of an amazing woman. If they won’t write about us, we’ll write about ourselves.

— Chipasha Mwansa.
Demystifying (and decolonizing) code

In the third session, Carolyne Ekparisiima; Apps and Girls co-founder, led a conversation on how coding can be used in feminist activism work, sharing case studies of how coding has been used to propel girls rights to menstrual education and sexual health services, such as through the OKY App co-created by UNICEF and girls in Indonesia and Mongolia. Carolyne highlighted two projects about sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV) and sexual and reproductive rights done by Apps and Girls, where girls were trained to build platforms to report SGBV and access legal and psychosocial support. Participants were then guided through learning the basics of code using Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) to build a basic webpage.

I feel empowered. I thought it was impossible to do what she (Carolyne) has taught us in 30 minutes!

— Doreen Chilumbu

I also really liked Carolyne’s project because we can now build websites where the user experience is inclusive to all different kinds of people – people who are neurodivergent, people who are disabled.

— Lena Anyuolo
By the end of these sessions, participants shared a deep sense of empowerment through learning practical skills, and shared hope for their contributing roles to decolonizing the internet.

At the end of our first day together, participants shared an intimate conversation with Timnit Gebru — calling in from the heart of Silicon Valley — to share her personal experience in the space of knowledge and tech justice, neocolonialism, and burn-out.

**Day 2**

Building on the conversations of the previous day, we did a creative exercise about the imagined internet(s) we want to create and enjoy. Participants gathered in groups to have deeper conversations, and then we created a collective agenda, which included a myriad of strategies, partnerships, and actions towards that internet we all want to build.

This exercise set the stage for closing our time together, asking what comes next. Participants committed to taking different actions and steps, ranging from working towards legitimizing oral citation on Wikimedia platforms to creating more visibility for African feminists online.

You can learn more about what came up in these conversations in the next section of this report.
Day 3 / Day 4

After days of sharing and collective magic, DTI-EA participants joined FIFAfrica 2022. We brought feminist and decolonial frames to this international conference through two main activities: Whose Knowledge? set up a #VisibleWikiWomen photobooth to visually document the presence of Black women in tech spaces, and three participants of our convening participated in the “Resistance & Connection: An African Feminist Perspective for Decolonizing the Internet” panel.

A feminist #VisibleWikiWomen photobooth

![Image of a #VisibleWikiWomen photobooth](image)

By NamukoloS, CC BY-SA 4.0, via [Wikimedia Commons](https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki)
The #VisibleWikiWomen photobooth was also an opportunity to share our radical practices of consent, which balance security, collective care, and visibility. We explained to each participant at the photobooth what it means to have their pictures shared on Wikimedia Commons and the larger internet, and they expressed their consent before their picture was taken. Afterwards, we emailed every one of them their pictures as a way of accountability and gratitude. In total, 72 individual portraits were taken, with multiple group shots and selfies too. Many of the photobooth participants have since shared their images on Twitter, further amplifying this experience and the #VisibleWikiWomen campaign.

Check out the photobooth photos!
Resistance & Connection: An African Feminist Perspective for Decolonizing the Internet

We are stuck between colonial legacies and governance and the approach to ‘control’, and big corporations after profit dictating how we should use the internet.

— Rosebell Kagumire

At FIFAfrica 2022, four panelists — Helen Nyinakiaza, Ann Holland, Carolyne Ekyarisma and Sandra Kwikiriza (three of whom were from the DTI-EA convening) — spoke about African feminisms on and offline.

The context was set by an introduction from Kelly Foster and Anasuya Sengupta, which described DTI-EA, addressed the underrepresentation and devaluation of African knowledge production, and the role of African feminists in challenging and transforming the online space.

Panelists interrogated, from an African feminist anti-colonial perspective, what it means when what has become a core space for feminist activism and organizing is owned by corporations from the Global North. This conversation was built on the feminist work of reimagining, dreaming, and creating alternatives of our online existence in ways that are safe, affirming, and community-building.

These were some of the reflections on what a decolonized internet looks like for panelists:
I imagine a space that is safe both online and offline for women to participate in creating solutions and products that meet their needs and realities, and takes their challenges into consideration.

— Carolyne Ekyarisma

I imagine the future of a decolonized internet to be where women feel free, where accessibility is important, and one where we are represented fairly.

— Helen Nyinakiiza

I imagine a decolonized internet that includes movement building in solidarity, that is feminist centered to push against these systems, and have teachings around our African history.

— Sandra Kwikiriza

I imagine an internet that feels safe. Decolonizing the internet for me means creating our own spaces. I want to decolonize the internet by making it Black, making it feminist, and by making it African.

— Ann Holland

Watch the panel and read reflections about it on our blog.
What came up?
Collective mapping and thinking

In this session, participants discussed the challenges they face in decolonizing the internet and shared their individual reflections in smaller groups. They also identified opportunities for resistance towards knowledge and tech justice.

When sharing with the entire group, participants pointed out issues that had to do with very core components of the web: the lack or limited infrastructure, affordable devices, and internet connectivity and access, as well as economic disparities and limited availability of funding that affect one’s access to these elements. Other components included people’s attitudes and prejudices towards technology, such as the resistance to change and the need for digital literacy. Other problems that permeated their online spaces were cyber harassment, online gender-based violence, contexts with hostile legislation, and language barriers.

There were a number of conversations about the impact of conflict and displacement on African women, their families and communities, and the realities of physical consequences of online gender-based violence. A recurring theme of discussions, both on and off the record, was how the digital realm influences and determines the safety of African women.

These reflections allowed participants to map out obstacles, while also coming together to think of tactics and strategies to resist them.
Sites of Resistance

In this part of the gathering, we asked: what do we see as the spaces and sites for opportunity and resistance? How can we occupy them and build them to decolonize the internet and seek out knowledge and tech justice? Our participants offered these actions and key insights:

1. Language
   - Create more content in local languages (beyond text, in different modes like voice, image, and touch)
   - Translate existing content in colonial languages into spoken, local ones
   - Encourage and provide the means for communities to be more active in their languages online
   - Enrich databases, build and perfect translation tools for African languages that are community-led and stewarded

2. Knowledge justice and production
   - Create opportunities for knowledge sharing in marginalized communities, centered on embodied knowledges
   - Generate awareness about the internet and its role beyond access issues
   - Bring more oral knowledges and expertise online through platforms like Wikipedia
   - Create campaigns and tell our stories online, creating more radical noise
3. Decentring Silicon Valley
◇ Create safe spaces for different communities across the internet
◇ Organize more spaces for feminists across Africa to connect and make technology more accessible and applicable to their experiences
◇ Building databases and lexicons
◇ Take the initiative to create pilot projects

4. Movement building and resources
◇ Create opportunities for shared experiences and re-imagination of the internet
◇ Challenge funders and donors to go beyond funding as usual, centering a feminist agenda and reparations in their allocation of resources
◇ Foster spaces for active knowledge sharing between networks
◇ Invest in content creation, especially in alternative networks and media
◇ Think about resources as more than just money (e.g., people, ideas, spaces)

I am honored to have occupied a space at the just concluded #DecolonizingTheInternetEastAfrica convening in Lusaka where we collectively question how power and privilege manifest in public knowledge online and how we contribute to the ways the internet is designed and experienced.

@risper_arose on Twitter, Sep 29, 2022
Strategies and actions

In this session, participants re-grouped and were prompted to think about the type of internet they wanted to create and enjoy, and consider what actions and resources would take to create it.
Looking to the future: What’s next?
These are some of the actions and steps participants and organizers committed to taking after our time spent together:

Decolonizing the internet is an on-going process and a work-in-progress. While some of these actions have already been completed, others will continue to sprout. We hope to keep strengthening and amplifying the communities and networks brought together at DTI-EA, and sharing the magic of being in community with such trailblazer feminists.

One way of keeping the conversation going is through the DTI-EA podcast series, where FEMNET and Whose Knowledge? interviewed eight convening participants about digital infrastructures and colonialism, queer African utopias online, digital safety and sex worker advocacy, and so much more!
Reflections and learnings from participants

Specifically for the FEMNET and Whose Knowledge section, we got a chance to understand the knowledge points and who provides knowledge. The knowledge available on the internet and who is really the owner and who provides the knowledge sets. African women and girls continue to be marginalized. But at the same time, we also got to understand that it's not, therefore, that they are marginalized, it's by design.

- Sandra Kwikiriza

First of all, thank you so much Femnet and Whose Knowledge? for affording an opportunity to share space with incredible women. Since our shared space, I have been pondering a lot on what exactly we mean by decolonizing the internet. More especially with my work in Community Networks that promote connecting the unconnected, the conference helped me to look at how in our efforts to bridge the digital divide we can encourage the community to reimagine the online space. The community is part of contributing knowledge that is of them by them and for them.

- Risper Arose

Just being able to reach out and start unpacking these conversations, these deep reflections of saying, 'local knowledge is important; yes, it’s important for us to tell our stories; yes, it’s important for us to appear on digital platforms'. But let's go back and foster the foundation and be reminded of this famous quote, of the master’s tools never dismantling the master’s house. And start even reimagining and saying, 'does that mean that we really need to even get rid of it and start thinking alternatives? And what even alternatives would look like?'. For me, the last couple of days, it's what I'm sitting with, and I'm processing, and it excites me, and it makes me feel ready to start saying, 'there's a way we can collectively take hold and challenge'. But then again, still have our eye on that reimagination of an alternative, because isn't that what we always do as feminists — keep thinking about alternatives, about challenging the systems that are not working for us, even when we're told they're made to be working for us?

- Rachel Kagoya
Coming out of this conference, I'm just thinking, 'this is what we need'. We just don't need it as an isolation, but we need it in all our spaces, all of our social justice struggles. We must be alert to say, 'what sort of knowledge is there?'; the issue around knowledge justice did not exist before as evidently as we've seen it [...]. The internet is not neutral as we're made to think it is; it's not neutral at all [...]. We need to watch, we need to do our research, we need to start really thinking, 'what are we consuming? Why are we being fed what we're being fed? Where are the women? Where are the African women, where are the women of color? Where are the voices, who are they?'. Why is it that we never hear, we never see? So I feel that having that sort of realization, but building a movement around that, is so powerful, it's so timely. And I think more than anything we need to put more of our ideas and to start making the intersections with other movements because our future is digital. But we have no space to be thinking about what we want it to be, there are people who are shaping that for us. They are not in the continent, they're not feminists, and they're not human rights conscious.

- Memory Kachambwa
It was a great eye-opener. Decolonizing the Internet East Africa empowered me with knowledge and more understanding of how the internet works and how the infrastructure is set, and more importantly where I stand not just as a development worker but as a female — in the scheme of things. The biggest takeaway for me was the capacity building on the tools that are within my reach/control/ownership through which I can use to make women more visible. I absolutely appreciated content creation via Wikimedia and the sessions that helped us define strategies of how we want to move on.

- Margaret Sadrake (Mukwenha)

The biggest learning is that work is being done, and we may not always see it, but there are people who are putting their mind and their body on the line and working to create solutions... And just to see that solidarity in one room was very enriching and also gives strength to continue on this journey, because honestly dismantling systems is lifelong work, and it's easy to get discouraged. But just being in the room [with people] who are doing the same work and other people saying 'I see you, you're not alone', I think that has been a really, really comforting thing from this convening.

- Esther Mwema

Extremely an eye-opening event. I am in the process of looking out for people to partner with and start up a campaign to introduce coding in schools.

- Doreen Chilumbu
I think it’s nice, post-pandemic, to just meet human beings. Covid is not over, but literally for two years of pandemic-induced non-mobility and lockdown and all those kinds of things…this has been my second large meeting, and it’s really been beautiful meeting other feminists from different movements and see how we believe the world should be — the world being the world online, being the planet in terms of climate change. [...] Being in a feminist space doesn’t get narrowed down to one topic — it covers all topics around our existence [...] about being human. This conference felt like a breath of fresh air with the conversations, the people, and it didn’t feel like work — although there is a lot of work going on. I don’t think there should be a separation between work and being, but if there was, this would fall more into being than work.

— Arya Jeipea Karijo

The conversations that we’ve already been listening to, and that we will listen to from all the feminists that came to DTI, it basically says to me that, if we have this kind of connective tissue that brings us together, a connected understanding about the ways that the internet is produced, and the structures of power that produce it in this way, we can also start constructing these alternatives that you’re talking about. And at the same time, and this is where I hope ancestor Lorde will forgive me, [...] in tech, we do have to understand the master’s tools in order to dismantle the master’s house. It’s not sufficient, but it’s necessary. We need both to understand the master’s tools, be in the master’s spaces, challenge the master’s spaces, change the tools, and then bring that house down to create the extraordinary jungle of joy that we want the world and the digital world to be.

— Anasuya Sengupta
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